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A few words from Monica— 

   What can I say...my life is good. I am blessed with the people that surround me. My family is also good. My 
Patric is perfect and yes, we are hitting the four year mark. I originally said we were getting married in five years…
well, that means next year must be that five year mark…so I guess I’m getting married next year...lol. 
      My staff is amazing. What can I say? I am planning to take more time off to be with my family...let’s see if I can 
make that happen. I know my staff will make things work no matter what I do, but I love being in the shop, too! 
      Summer in our desert can be long and lonely. As the Season ends I always think, “If I can just make it through 
the summer…” And again this year, thank goodness, we did it. Soon I’ll have another year under my belt. After the 
Desert Quilting Retreats end, our show season starts, then it’s the holidays and we are off and running again. So 
begins another wonderful year at Monica’s. 
      During Thanksgiving weekend we will once again have a sample sale. We reluctantly retire samples every 
year: quilts, bags, placemats, toys—you never know what we will have for you. It’s a great time to buy gifts for all 
your loved ones. 
      The Southern California Bead Shop Hop and the Reindeer Dash are just around the corner—visit 
our website for directions to shops and more information, or pick up brochures at the shop. 
      As always, we have a full line-up of classes for you. We have new classes and returning favorites 
with teachers who are all eager to share what they love to do so that you can become better at what you 
love to do. All  of our  classes are on our website—you  can  view  larger  images of projects,  download 
supply lists for the quilt side classes (stop  by or  call us for beading supply lists)  and  register on line.  
Oh—and, please don’t register on line a day or two before class—we aren’t always able to update the 

site to agree with last minute changes at the shop. 
Just give us a call to see if there is room for you. 
  

Hope to see you soon! 

 

Monica’s  
    Quilt & Bead 
          Creations 

77-780 Country Club Drive, Suite C-D 

Palm Desert, CA 92211 

Ph. 760-772-2400  Fax 760-772-2324 

http://www.monicasquiltandbead.com 

E-mail: monicasqbc@aol.com 

Monday—Saturday:  9:30 am—5:30 pm 

Sunday:  11:00 am—4:00 pm 

 

Holiday Schedule 

Closed Mon., 9/2, Thurs., 11/28, Tues. & 12/24, 

Wed., 12/25 & Wed., January 1 

8th Annual Bra & Panty Drive 
For each new bra or pair of panties you bring into the shop, we’ll 

enter you into a drawing. Two lucky winners will each receive a 

$100 Gift Certificate 

Everyone needs underwear—help 
people of all sizes and shapes with your donation.  We’ll take 

them to the Coachella Valley Rescue Mission 

Please, no used underwear. You may donate used bras 
but they do not qualify for tickets to the drawing. 

Nov. 1– Dec. 14 

Join us for our annual 

Holiday Party & Sale 
Saturday, December 14th 

Save Money, Drink Punch &  Eat Cookies  

Opening 30 minutes early—Quilt Guild members, 

join us before the meeting! 

9:00—12:00  25% off your purchases 

12:00—3:00  20% off your purchases 

3:00—5:00  15% off your purchases 
Excludes books, Lindstrom tools & items already on sale 

Fabric on bolts, 1 yard cut minimum  

Plus, at 10 o’clock 

Two winners of our Bra and Panty drive will each  
receive a  $100 gift certificate 

http://www.monicasquiltandbead.com/
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Introduction to Free Motion Quilting      $45 

Isn’t it time you learned to finish your own small 
quilts and projects? Learn the secrets of successful 
machine quilting and banish FoQ (Fear of Quilting.) 

With a bit of practice, you'll be showing off your 
finished quilts in no time. Book required.  
Instructor: Mary Gorfine 

Sat., Sept. 28, Wed., Oct. 23, Fri., Nov. 8 
or Sun., Dec. 15   10 to 3:30 

Quilting & Sewing Class Skill Levels 

  Beginner: Little or no experience; for classes requiring a machine you must have basic working knowledge of your 
machine. Don’t bring a brand new machine you have never used! 

 Confident Beginner: Previous experience with rotary cutting equipment and a good understanding of basic quilt 
construction techniques 

  Intermediate & Beyond: Substantial experience with quilt or clothing construction and design techniques. 
Up for a challenge! 

   These classes don’t need a machine during class 

Easy Sampler/Beyond Beginning   4-part class     $85 

Make this beautiful sampler in four weeks! You'll learn 
new techniques with each block. If you have taken 
Beginning Quilt Making, this is a great next step. If 
you are a seasoned quilter,  you will enjoy doing 
something different in each class. 
Pattern required      Instructor: Susie Contratto 

4 Mondays from 10 to 2 
October 7, 14, 21, and 28 

Beginning  Quilt Making   4-part class          $85 

Ready to venture into the exciting world of quilt 
making? This 4 week course will give you a solid 
foundation. Learn to choose fabrics, use tools 
properly,  cut & measure accurately,  make 
simple adjustments and more while making a 
cuddle-sized quilt.  Book required 

Instructor: Susie Contratto 

4 Mondays from 10 to 2 
Session 1: Sept. 9, 16, 23, & 30 
Session 2: Nov. 4, 11, 18,  & 25 

Basic Sewing Machine Cleaning    class fee $30/kit fee $3 

Your sewing machine needs Tender Loving Care to 
sew well. Learn where & how to clean the lint, 
threads and other debris that gum up the works, 
the most useful cleaning tools, needle maintenance 
and where to put that one drop of oil that every  
machine needs!   Kit includes cleaning supplies.   
Instructor: Cheryl Taylor 

Wednesdays, Sept. 18, Oct. 9 or Nov. 6   1 to 3 

The Basics 

Sit and Sew    All Levels   $10 per session 

If you have unfinished projects and need just a little help, our Sit & Sew sessions are perfect for you. What  could be better than 
access to an expert while you’re sewing & making new friends at the same time? 

Advance registration and payment is required.  Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Most Wednesdays     5 to 9 pm 

Quilting and Sewing 

Thurs. thru Sat., October 3, 4, 5       9am to 6pm 

Free fat Quarter from Double Decker Christmas by Northcott 

Bring non-perishable food items to each shop for a 20% off 
coupon good for the month of December 2019 

(Limit one coupon per person. Excludes sewing machines, 
classes and sale items. No expired food, please.) 

Grand Prize #1 

Baby Lock Joy Sewing Machine 

Grand Prize #2 

21 yards of fabric (choice of 3 yards from each quilt shop) 

- - - - - - - -  Reindeer Dash 13 

January 23-26, 2020 
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Paper Piecing the Judy Niemeyer Way         $45 
Would  you like to get perfect points with 
minimal effort? Try Paper Piecing! Just sew 
on the line and watch as the pieces take 
shape into intricate designs. If you are new to 
paper piecing, start with a smaller, easier 
pattern—Catherine will help you choose fab-
rics. You can take as few or as many classes 
as you’d like.  Pattern required—your choice. 
Instructor: Catherine Wilson 

Saturdays,  9/21, 10/19, 11/16, 12/21 10 to 4 

One Block Wonder                    $45 

I wonder what this will look like? The adventure 
starts by choosing just one fabric with at least a 
12” repeat. As you start laying out the blocks, 
the magic begins! Book & ruler required. 
Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Friday, October 18 10 to 4 

Applique 

Laura Heine Collage Quilt      $45 

Okay. This is just way too much fun! Create a 
foundation using one of Laura’s collage patterns, 
cut up some fabric, fuse it to the foundation and 
away you go. Choose your favorite collage quilt 
pattern from this award winning quilter & spend 
the day playing with fabric.  Pattern required. 
Instructor: Mary Gorfine 

Wed., Sept. 25,  Fri., Nov. 22 or Sat., Dec. 28 
10 to 4 

Laura Heine Making Fish            $45 

Play with strips of fabric in various widths and 
lengths to make a striking, no-sew fish collage. 
Turn your fish into a wall hanging, pillow or 
place mat. Kits are available for $20. 
Pattern required. Instructor: Mary Gorfine 

Fri., Oct. 11,  Sun., Nov. 17  or Wed., Dec. 18   10 to 4 

Pieced Quilts 

Stack-n-Whack Kaleidoscope      $45 

Bethany Reynolds designed this easy way to 
create quilt blocks with unique kaleidoscope 
designs. Learn how to properly stack and cut 
multiple layers of print rectangles, then turn them 
into an eye-catching design. Cheryl will also 
show you how to cut different shapes for other 
designs. Book required. Instructor: Cheryl Taylor. 

Wed., Nov. 20   10 to 4 

Foundation Paper Piecing        $40 
This class is for those who want to learn the tricks 
and tips of foundation paper piecing. You will get a 
good start on your Violet Craft pattern of choice 
and be able to complete the top on your own. If 
you have done traditional piecing and always 
wanted to try foundation piecing this is the class 
for you. Violet Craft Pattern required—your choice.  
Instructor: Hester Mastro 

Sat., November 2   10 to 3 

I-Beams               $45 

Just six fat quarters and a background are needed for 
this eye-catching quilt. Susie will help you make sure 
it’s square and nicely balanced. 
 
Pattern required 
Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Sunday, November 3   10 to 4 

Eight O'clock                     $45 

Learn to make this modern twist on a simple oval 
quilt block. It’s sophisticated enough for adults but 
would be great in a smaller size for a toddler to play 
“racetrack” with little trucks and cars. A perfect gift 
for an 8-year-old...or an 88-year-old! 
Book required. 
Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Sat., October 12 or Fri., December 6   10 to 4 

Licorice Medley            $45 

Gather all of your black and white prints plus a punch 
of color for a scrap adventure. This book is full of 
fabulous quilts—you will want to make them all. 
Book required.  
Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Sunday, October 6   10 to 3 

Heat Wave      all levels  $45 

Gather five 1-yard cuts of different fabrics to create this 
quilt. Susie will give you helpful hints along the way. Once 
the top is piece you decide whether to add a border. 
 
Pattern required. 
Instructor: Susie Contratto 

Friday, Sept. 27   10 to 4 
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Other Sewing Projects 

Camden Bowls        $45  
A unique and beautiful bowl for storing or showing 
off your treasures. Use pre-cut 2 1/2" wide strips 
or cut your own. Learn how to make the bottoms, 
a technique used in many bowl, bag and tote 
patterns. Learn a quick way to sew the strips that 
dramatically reduces the time it takes to make 
them. Pattern includes instructions for an optional 
cover. Pattern required. Instructor: Cheryl Taylor  

Sun., Oct. 13  10 to 4 

Aloha Dress                     $45  

Sew  a  darling little  dress inspired  by  the  
islands. Mix and Match colors for a cute look and 
choose from 3 different skirt styles--your little 
miss won’t be able to resist spinning around to 
show it off! Facing & closure tips will be covered 
plus easy professional finishing techniques. 

Pattern required. Instructor: Rose Mary Jameson 

Sat., Oct. 12 or Fri., Nov. 1  10 to 3 

Little Poppins Bag           $45 
Make the small or medium version of the Poppins 
Bag—so useful! This one fits under your airline seat. 
Structural stays keep it open while you’re packing or 
looking for items inside. Pattern required. 
Instructor: Hester Mastro 

Friday, November 15   10 to 5 

Beading on Fabric       $45 
Using some of the most universal embellishment 
stitches, learn how easy it is to accent your art 
quilt or landscape with a bit of bling. Learn the 
nuances of stitches and beaded fringe in this fast 
paced class. Many different types of stitches will 
be shown and applied to your premade sampler 
square.  Although the beading is done by hand, 
you will need a machine to prepare your base 
before class. Book required.  

Sat., Oct. 26 10 to 3 Instructor: Rose Mary Jameson 

Find Basic Supply Lists for Jewelry-Making & 
Sewing classes on our website. And, don’t forget 
to download or ask for the specific list of supplies 

for each class. 

Woven Spiral Basket       $45  
Make this unique decorative basket with a 12 
pointed star on the inside and outside bottom. 
Choose two contrasting fat quarters, fuse them to 
a heavy duty stabilizer, stitch around the edges 
and weave them together. The pattern is easily 
adapted to make the size you like. 
Pattern required. Instructor: Mary Gorfine 

Sun., Oct. 27  10 to 4 

Twirly Batik Skirt                 $45  

Make the short version of this popular skirt in class. 
Finish the long version at home. You will love it for 
summer. A fat-quarter-friendly design by Rose Mary. 
Make it classic or colorful. 
Optional kit available for $36—$40. 
Pattern required. Instructor: Rose Mary Jameson 

Sun., Oct. 6 10 to 4 

Mondo Madness        $45  
Many of you know Theresa as one of our beading 
teachers, but did you know that she started quilting in 
the past year? She says she is obsessed with this fun, 
fast and easy bag and is eager to share her successes, 
help you avoid the pitfalls and show you some creative 
additions. Pattern required. 

Instructor: Theresa Hanada  

Fri., 9/27, Wed., 10/16, Sat., 11/9 or Wed., 12/4   
10 to 4 

Wine Zip Bag                     $35  

Wrap a bottle of wine with this zip wine bag—a perfect 
hostess gift for the holidays. It works for any bottle similar 
in size: a special olive oil, vinegar... 
Book required.  Instructor: Cheryl Taylor 

Friday, December 13  10 to 2 

Buttoned Napkin/Tea Bag Holders        $45 
Dress up your buffet table, picnic table, desk top—or 
any place else—with these clever holders that fold 
flat when you aren’t using them. The 3 sizes in the 
pattern are just right for tea bags, napkins and larger 
items. A wonderful last minute gift. Book required. 
Instructor: Cheryl Taylor 

Wednesday, December 11  10 to 4 

 Zipper-Pocket Gift Wrap            $35 

An easy to make stash buster! Wrap this quick & 
unique zippered pocket gift wrap around a water 
bottle for your favorite athlete or a coffee mug for 
the caffeine addict in your life. Tuck a gift card or 
event tickets into the pocket for a nice surprise. 
Book required. Instructor: Cheryl Taylor 

Monday, December 15  10 to 2 

Cork Pouch             $30 
Whip up a simple little pouch to toss into your 
purse or give as a gift. (Mine is filled with lipstick, 
dental floss and an extra car key!) Fuse two layers 
of fabulous cork or cork lined with fabric, add a bit 
of stitching and a magnet to keep it closed. Mary 
will share several variations with you. 
Pattern included. Instructor: Mary Gorfine  

Sun., Sept. 22    1 to 3  or 
Wed., Nov. 13   10 to 12 
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The Basics   These classes are designed to help the beginning jewelry maker form a solid foundation for advancing to more difficult projects. 

Begin your jewelry making adventure with any of these classes!  Classes are from 10 to 3 unless noted  

Beginner: Little or no experience  

Confident Beginner: Previous experience with tools and a good understanding of basic jewelry making techniques.  

 Intermediate & Beyond:  Substantial experience with jewelry making and design techniques. 

Jewelry Class Skill Levels 

Jewelry Making 

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! 
We’ll work with you to schedule any 

of our classes on a different date 

Stringing 101   $35     Instructor: Patricia Paz-Altschul 
Bring a photo of a bracelet, a necklace or earrings you’d 
like to make & Patricia will help you put your own spin on it.  
Learn the  basics of good  jewelry  design and stringing 
techniques. Whether  you  prefer  chunky gemstones, 
pearls, lampwork beads or Czech glass, you’ll be proud to 
wear your creation.    

Basic Knotting   $35  
Learn the basics of knotting with string 

using specialized tweezers. This class is 
great for beginners or students wishing to 

refresh their knotting skills. Patricia will help you de-
sign a necklace of pearls or stones.                                     

Stringing or Knotting 

Thursdays: Sept. 5, 12, 19, Oct. 17, 24, Nov., 7, 14, 21, 

Dec., 5, 12, 19   10 to 3 

Wire 101     $35     Instructor: Patricia Paz-Altschul 
Learn the basic  wire & wire-wrapped  loops  used 
to connect  beads with jump rings & S-hook links. 
Make a hook clasp, learn to use several pliers and 
how to  clean and polish wire.  Once you have 
mastered  these techniques you will feel like a pro! 
Prerequisite for all wire workshops 

Wire 102    $50   
Now that you know the basics from Wire 101, learn 
to make coils. Create a linked necklace or bracelet 
with coils, caged beads, wrapped beads, links & a 
pelican clasp. Prerequisite: Wire 101                                           

Tuesday, October 22 10 to 3 

Tuesdays: Sept. 3, 10, Oct. 15, 22, Nov. 5, 12, Dec. 10 

Saturday Oct. 26    10 to 3 

Bead Weaving 101     $35 each Instructor: Theresa Hanada 

These classes will teach the beginning beader the basic stitches used as a foundation for any beading project. Each one-day class focuses on one 
beading stitch and can be taken in any order. After completing these classes you are ready to tackle anything else in the beading world. 

101B—Take one of these classes on any of the dates listed  

Herringbone 101 Once you’ve mastered this stitch you 

are ready to move on to circular weaves. 

 

Ndebele 101 Make a softly twisted 

rope of beads, perfect for hanging 

pendants. 

101A—Take one of these classes on any of the dates listed  

Peyote 101 The most basic & essential beadwork 

stitch 

Brick Stitch 101    Create  intricate 

patterns with brick stitch. 

Ladder Stitch 101 This stitch lends itself to many bead 

styles. 

Tuesdays: 9/3, 9/17, 10/8, 10/22, 11/26 or 
Thursday, 12/5 
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League of Nations with Rose Mary Jameson             $45 
Celebrate nations around the world with your jewelry! Learn a clever way to increase and 
decrease diagonal peyote that’s lots of fun. Rose Mary has charted designs for flags of 
many nations. Create an earring in the colors of  the USA, your country of ancestry—
maybe a country that means something to you or a friend. The class fee includes your 
choice of 2 different flag patterns and more are available for purchase. 

Something Special 

Thursday, October 24 (United Nations Day!) or 

Tuesday, November 5 

10 to 3 

Custom Creations with Theresa Hanada          $45   

Have you ever bought a bead but can’t seem to figure out the best way to use it? Have you been lusting after a piece you saw in a 
magazine or on social media and would like to make it yourself?   In this class, you decide the project and Theresa will help you 
create a version of your vision. (Note: no “follow ups.” If additional sessions are needed, there will be a $45 charge for each.)  

Prerequisite: skill level is Intermediate and Beyond 

Thurs., 9/12 or 11/7, or Tues., 10/15 10 to 3 

Beaded Bead Revolution with Rose Mary Jameson         $45   

Beaded Beads are popular again! Here’s a study of a few different beads. Create a colorful necklace with just a few—or as 
many as you like! 

Prerequisite: Must know Peyote stitch 

Tuesday, Sept. 17 or Nov. 12   10 to 3 

Be “In the Know” about Monica’s 

Put our weekly email newsletter, Monica’s Message, 
into your  mail box every week—it’s the best way for us 
to stay in touch. We’ll keep you up to date on special 
events, upcoming classes, schedule changes, new & 
returning fabrics, beads, tools, patterns  and more. We 
know you’re busy so it’s full of photos that make it a 
quick read.  You can sign up  in the  store or on our 
website:   www.monicasquiltandbead.com 

Basic Beading 

Supplies 

Bring these items to 

every class—and be sure 

to ask for the class supply 

list too!  

 *Pony beading needles 

*Nymo beading thread 

*Fireline Thread Burner II 

*Bee’s Wax 

*Hypo G-S Cement 

*Sharp scissors for thread 

*Craft Scissors for Fireline 

*Bead scoop 

*Bead mat (optional: non-

skid mat for underneath) 

*Good Lighting, such as an        

Ott desktop light 

*Magnification: glasses, free 

standing  glass,  clip-ons. 

*Ruler 

*Other tools as needed: 

Round nose pliers 

Chain nose pliers 

Bent nose pliers 

Cutters 

More Jewelry Workshops 

Did you know….many  of  our  instructors  teach private 
lessons,  schedule classes at a special time with a minimum number 
of students, or speak/teach at guilds and other venues. Some will 
repair jewelry, quilt your top, make a custom quilt or other items. 

Give us a call for details!            (760) 772-2400 

Beading on Fabric                    $45 

Using some of the most universal embellishment stitches, learn how easy it is to accent your art quilt or landscape with a bi t of 
bling. Learn the nuances of stitches and beaded fringe in this fast paced class. Many different types of stitches will be shown 
and applied to your premade sampler square.  Although the beading is done by hand, you will need a machine to prepare your 
base before class. Book required.  

Saturday, Oct. 26    10 to 3 Instructor: Rose Mary Jameson 
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Boho Bead Wrap     $45 
Design a bracelet bar with focal beads and leather, and 
fit it to your wrist size. Combine the elements using the 
wire wrapping skills you learned in Wire 101. 

Tues., 9/10 or Thurs., 12/12 or 
Sat., 11/9   10 to 3 

Dessie Cullen, Leather & more 
Our jewelry class dates are flexible—we’ll work with you 

to schedule any of our classes on a different date 

Boho–Style Pendant     $45 
Make this funky Bohemian-style necklace with your 
choice of focal pendant. Learn leather connections, 
pearl knotting & a little wirework. 
Previous knotting experience recommended. 

Thurs., 9/12, or Tues., 10/1, 11/19 or 
Sat., 12/7   10 to 3:00 

Goldie Necklace     $40 
In this necklace you will learn to make leather tassels, 
leather connections and end embellishment. 

Tues., 9/24 or 12/17, Sat., or  

10/26, Thurs., 11/14 10 to 3 

Triple Cascade Necklace    $40 
Learn to tie a slide knot and a unique technique for 
connecting leather and chain. 
Prerequisite: Wire Wrap 

Thurs., 10/24  10 to 3 

Mala      $40 
 
Learn to make a necklace with knotting between each 
bead and one version of a leather tassel. 
Previous knotting experience recommended. 

Tues., 9/10, 10/15, Thurs., 11/7, 12/12 or 
Sat., 9/28   10 to 3 

Leather Beaded Cuff    $40 
If you’ve made Rosemary’s Lunar Ladder Bracelet 
or the Chan Lu Wrap Bracelet & are ready to move 
your skills forward, this cuff is for you. Learn to add 
on & embellish a shorter version of the wrap. 
Prerequisite: Lunar Ladder Wrap Bracelet 

Tues., 9/17, 10/22 or 11/5, or Thurs., 12/19 
10 to 3 

Monica Bracelet or Necklace 
$40 class fee/$60 kit fee for each 

Bracelet 

Tues., 9/3 or 12/3 
10 to Noon 

Thurs., 10/10 or 
Sat., 11/23  

1 to 3 

Necklace 

Tues., 9/3 or 12/3 

1 to 3 
Thurs., 10/10 or Sat., 11/23  

10 to Noon 

Make a fashion statement with the Monica Bracelet or 
Necklace--in just 2 hours! We've scheduled them so 
that you can register for one in the morning and the 
other in the afternoon. To make it easy, we have kits 
for both pieces (while supplies last.) 

Coil Knot Bracelets     $40 
In this class, learn to make 2 different bracelets 
using the coil knot. 

Tues., 9/24 or Thurs., 10/17, 11/7 or 

Sat., 12/7 10 to 3 

Multi Strand Bracelets    $35 
Learn to work with multiple strands of leather to 
make these two unique bracelets. You’ll be gluing, 
knotting, measuring and sizing. 

Thurs., 9/26 or 12/5, Tues., 11/12 or  

Sat., 10/26   10 to 3 

Swarovski Pendant with Earrings  $40 
Learn to construct this necklace and earrings using 
an overhand knot and a simple closure. The elegant 
Swarovski crystal pendant casing is sterling silver 
plate. 

Thurs., 9/19 or Tues., 10/8, 12/10 or 

Sat., 11/23  10 to 3 

Leather Kumihimo     $40 
 
Kumihimo braid crafted in leather is a beautiful way to 
bring texture into your projects. 

Thurs., 9/5, 10/31 or 11/21, Tues., 9/17,11/5 or 

12/10, Sat., 10/12 10 to 3 

Heather Necklace     $40 
This class focuses on overhand knotting. The 
Heather necklace is very versatile—Dessie will show 
you three different ways to wear it. 

Thurs., 9/26 or 12/5, or Tues., 10/29   10 to 3 

See more of Dessie’s classes on our website & at the shop! Sara Necklace     $40 
A lyric medley of beads accented with metal. Make it 
again and again in your choice of colors. Learn a 
new leather connection technique. 

Thurs., 9/5, 9/19, 10/24, 12/19 or 

Tues., 10/8, 11/19   10 to 3 

Emma Bracelet     $35 

Make it wide, make it narrow, make it plain  or  
fancy—using 3mm beads and your choice of flat 
leather, create a free-spirited bracelet. 

Sat., 9/28, Tues., 10/15, 12/17 or 

Thurs., 11/14   10 to 3 
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Theresa Hanada, Beading & more Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to schedule any of our 
classes on a different date 

Classes are from 10-3 except as noted 

Embellishing Pendants   $35 
Make a Peyote band and create a free 
form pendant with a combination of beads 
and charms. Choose either project. The 
Afia Pendant features a cone shell and 
faceted gem stones. We have a limited 
supply of shells at the shop. 

Thurs., Sept. 19 
Afia 

Amiga 

Olivia Sarah Rachel 

Lizee 

A Bevy of Bracelets   $45 
Choose a bracelet 

Victoria Earrings or Necklace $45 
Learn how to successfully combine a variety of 
gems with a brick stitch base and artful placement of 
stones using a foolproof formula.  Make  additional  
components to create a romantic necklace. 

Thurs., Sept 5 or Oct., 17 or Tues., Nov. 12 

See more of Theresa’s classes at the shop & on our website 

Mary Me Necklace   $45 
This unique pattern is splendid when made with 
gemstones. Or, combine pearls & crystals to create 
a perfect piece for the bride to be.  

Tues., Nov. 19 

Patrizia 
Isabelle Ursula 

Tues., 9/24 or Thurs., 10/31 

Chelsea Chain Necklace  $35 
The Chelsea is perfect for layering with your other 
necklaces. Learn how to create this chain, then add 
your favorite gemstone to the mix. 

Thurs., Nov. 21 

Brenda Necklace $45 
Learn  how to turn an Ndebele rope  into  a  gem 
encrusted sensation. This beautiful and elegant piece 
has endless options. 

Tues., Dec. 10 

Shelly Ring or Shelly Pendant $45 
Create a shell-like ring or pendant using a 
variety of beads in different sizes to form a 
3 dimensional piece. 
Prerequisite: Peyote 101 

Tues., Nov. 26 or Sat., Dec. 7 

Miguel’s Game Day Bracelet   $35 
Here’s one for the men in your life! Learn how to basic 
peyote with jute cord to create a bracelet—choose his 
favorite team colors and turn him into a jewelry-wearing 
fan. 

Tues., Sept. 10 or Thurs., Oct., 10 

Jillian Earrings   $35 
Love working with Super Duos? This class will show 
you how to incorporate them into a brickstitch earring. 

Thurs., Sept., 26 or Tues., Dec., 17 

Frankie Necklace 2 part class $60 
Showcase a beautiful beaded clasp with a circular 
peyote rope. This is a 1-day class with a follow-up 
session. Schedule your follow-up with Theresa on 
class day.  Prerequisite: Must know peyote stitch 

Thurs., Oct. 10 or Sat., Dec. 7 

Letti Earrings $45 
Capture crystals using 2-hole beads in this easy bezel 
technique. 

Tues., Oct. 1 or Thurs., Dec., 19 

Wanda Bracelet $45 
Learn how to chenille stitch your way to  a  fun  
dimensional bracelet using drop beads. Add charms 
to make it your own. 

Tues., Sept. 17 or Nov. 5 

Pinkston Earrings $35 
Have you just finished a gem necklace and you need an 
earring to go with it? With 8 leftover beads can create a 
custom brickstitch earring. 

Tues., Dec. 3 

Joann Necklace $45 
Combining several bead techniques, create 
this bead embroidered necklace. Feature your favorite 
stone disc. Everyone has one in a drawer—let’s get it 
out and play. Prerequisite: Peyote 

Tues., Sept. 3 or Thurs., Dec., 12 

Custom Creations   $45 
Have you ever bought a bead but can’t seem to figure 
out the best way to use it? Or, have you been lusting 
after a piece you saw in a magazine or on social media? 
In this class, you decide the project and Theresa will 
help you create your vision. 

Thurs., 9/12 or 11/7, or Tues., 10/15 

http://www.monicasquiltandbead.com/shop/product/ursula-bracelet-workshop/
http://www.monicasquiltandbead.com/shop/product/ursula-bracelet-workshop/
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Bead Crochet      $35 
Take a turn at tubular bead crochet. 3 different starts are shown to get 
you over the hurdle and onto making an impressive piece. 

Thurs., Sept. 12 or  Dec. 19 

Kumihimo     $45 
Learn Kumihimo techniques: loading colorways, working with unusual 
beads  and  many  tips for making round braids. 

Tues., Sept. 10 or 

Thurs., Nov. 7 

Bead Embroidery     $45  
Embellishment tips and tricks to turn anything into a work of art. Learn 
how to capture a cabochon or bling the surface of a bracelet. 

Thurs., Sept. 19, Sat., Oct. 26, Tues., Dec. 17 

Advanced Loomwork     $45 
Take your loomwork to new levels with wider & more 
complex patterns. Learn how to start a bigger project. 
Get tips on helpful tools, many ways to set up your 
loom and keeping track of your beads. 
Must be confident in loomwork techniques. 

Thurs., Oct. 10, Nov. 14, or  

Tues., Dec. 10   10 to 3 

Rose Mary Jameson, Beading 
10 to 3 except as noted 

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to 
schedule any of our classes on a different date 

There are more classes & project groups on our website. Visit the shop to see all of Rose Mary’s samples 

Macramé       $45 
Remember when we used to do this in the 70’s? Well it’s ‘knot’ the 
same decade, but it’s the same stitch. Projects offer a good study of 
square knots, twisted knots, half hitches and more. Easily incorporate 
beads, finish fringe ends full of beads and learn to use the newest tools. 

Tues., Sept. 17 or Thurs., Nov. 14  

Slip Stitch Crochet   $35 
Make a funky, fashionable necklace from your stash of  
fabulous beads.  A great way to test the 
waters using the basic crochet technique. 

Thurs., Oct. 10 or 

Sat., Nov. 23  

10 to 3  

Lunar Ladder      $35 
Make ladder wrap bracelets using round leather and semi precious 
stones with a very simple stitch. Learn how to add different elements. 
Learn new tips to cut your stitching time in half. 

Tuesday 

Sept. 17 or 

Oct. 1 

10 to 3 

Peyote CGB     $45 
Take your peyote skills up a notch and discover the exploding world of 
Contemporary Geometric Beadwork. Learn the concepts of MRAW, 
exploding tips and structure. Choose from several different projects 
including these:  Prerequisite: Peyote 101 

Tues., 10/1 or 11/19 
10 to 3 

Mon. evenings 
9/9, 10/7, 11/4, 12/9 

5 to 9pm 

Golden 
Triangles 

Wings of 
Flight 

Warped 
Sq. Tassel 

Moonrise 
Earring 

Right Angle Weave I & II  $45 
Explore this tricky thread path, gaining confidence along the way with 
lots of shared tips.   Many projects to choose from—start simple and 
work your way up to CRAW.                                            

Tues., 12/10 

Beginning Loomwork     $35 
Try your hand at loomwork using the mini Rick’s 
loom. This tool has simple warp thread loading and 
very easy finishing. Learn to read a pattern, sort the 
beads, weave them and hold in place. 

Tues., Oct. 8 or Dec. 10 
10 to 3 

Fiesta Bracelet 

5-Layer Cake 

Organic Cuff 

Flat Peyote      $45 
Work with more complex patterns and learn the difference between 
even count, odd count or two drop peyote (and why each is important). 
Expand your working knowledge of this stitch, also known as gourd 
stitch. Add to your skills by learning more than three ways to start your 
peyote piece. Prerequisite: Peyote 101. 

Thurs., 10/10, 12/12 or 

Sat., 11/23 
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Patricia Paz-Altschul, Wire Work  Classes are from  9:30 or 10 to 3 except as noted.  

Our jewelry class dates are flexible! We’ll work with you to schedule any of our classes on a different date 

Wire Wrapping    
Learn how to wire wrap just about anything! From simple cabochons to 
elaborate bracelets, wire wrapping is a versatile technique. 
Prerequisite for all: Wire 101 

Wire Wrap II   $40   Tues., Dec. 3 
 

Wire Wrap I $35 Sat., Nov. 23  Chandelier 
Earrings 

Bangle I 
Serendipity 
Leather Cuff 

Wire Wrap III $50 Tues., Dec., 17 
Jumpring 
Bracelet 

Wrap Bracelet 

Wire Wrap III is 
a 2-part class. 
Patricia will 
schedule part 2 
with you. 

Wrapped 
Cross 

Wrapped Cabachon 
or Pendant Undina’s 

Hoops 
Caged 

Pendant 

Kimberly 

Links 

Beginning with a straight length of wire use precise movements  to 
create beautiful patterns. Prerequsite: Wire 101 & Wire102 
These are 2 part classes. Patricia will schedule part 2 with you. 

Links I $50   

  

 

Butterfly 
Link 

Clover Link 

Herringbone 
Link 

Tuesday, Nov. 26  10 to 3 

Links II   $50 
 

Oma’s Heart It’s a Wrap 

Tuesday 
Nov. 26   10:30 to 3 

Chains I   $40  Chains II    $45  

Chains & More 

Choose any of these pieces to perfect your chain 
skills. Prerequisite for all: Wire 101 

Waterfall 
Necklace 

Pearl 
Cascade 

Lariat with 
Teardrop 

3 in 1 

Auzzie Chains I   Tues., 11/19  10:30 to 3 

Chains II   Tues., 11/19  10 to 3 

Coiling  
Use a mandrel to make coils, then fashion them into simple or more 
complicated jewelry. Prerequisite: Wire 101 & Wire102 

Coiling I $45    

 

Kuchi Coil Bangle II 

Tuesday, Sept. 24 
10 to 3 

Coiling II   $65 
 

Twist & 
Shout 

Birdnest 
Coil 

Tuesday, Sept. 24 
10:30 to 3 

Viking Weave   $65 

In these classes use just two elements: a dowel and sterling 
silver wire. Fashion a rope out of metal and finish the end caps. In the 
Stephanie learn to weave a bead into the rope. Prerequisite: Wire 101 

Basic Viking 
Weave 

Stephanie Tues, 9/17, 

Sat., 9/21 or 
12/7, 

Thurs., 10/31 

Half a Dozen Earrings  $65      
Make up to 3 different pairs of earrings while continuing to master the 
basic techniques you learned in Wire 101.  

Tuesday, Oct. 29 
10 to 3 

Tatiana Necklace  $35 

Learn how to work with mesh chain. Create a variety 
of components to embellish the mesh with beads, 
findings & coils using ball headpins and thin gauge 
wire. Let your imagination fly with contrasts and 
textures. 
Prerequisite: Wire 101 Call the shop to schedule 

this class 

Enya Necklace  $80  

Learn a variety of wirework techniques for sterling 
silver wire. This necklace was inspired by jewelry 
designer Cindy Wimmer. Prerequisite: Wire 101 
2 parts—Patricia will schedule part 2 with you 

Call the shop to schedule this class 


